
Prempavee.com© Ganja Cup: Quality Grading guidelines for Sub Tropical (Thailand) Outdoor Organic Ganja  

General: 

100 points if is a Master piece, healthy, unique, irresistible. All the parts of the flower are clean and visible. The 

Pistils are intact, is full, impressive, if you close the eye, you still see. The colors are the one of a lucid dream. All 

the trichome Crystals have intact heads brilliant, cloudy, white, amber and they contain all the times. At touch is 

as we like to believe the true. Is alive, transmits experiences and connections. You feel deeply in love and you 

happy. For these reasons of perfection, can be out and broke all the rules. 

99to90 points if is amazingly attractive, rare. All the parts of the flower are clean and visible. The Pistils are 

intact, the structure of the bud is airy enough to let the observer able to determine if is fully healthy or not. Have 

no big Stick. The colors are vivid but natural (not forced with some additive), green, purple, orange, yellow. 

Almost all the trichome Crystals have intact heads and present brilliant cloudy white and few transparent. At the 

touch is as we like to be in our subjective way. Is alive and observing well transmit sense of energy and vibration. 

89to80 points if is very attractive and all the parts of the flower are clean and visible. The Pistils are intact, just 

very few are maybe broken or missing. The structure of the bud is airy enough to let the observer able to 

determine if is fully healthy or not. No big stick. The colors are vivid but natural (not forced with some additive), 

green, purple, orange, yellow. The Crystals have most head intact and brilliant, white, cloudy, amber. At the touch 

is as we like to be in our subjective way. Is alive and observing well transmit sense of energy and vibration. 

79to70 points if is surely attractive, if all the parts of the flower are clean and mostly visible. The majority of the 

Pistils are intact, some are attached to the structure. Have no big Stick unless they are serving as perfect central 

channel. The structure of the bud is a middle way from airy and dense. Can have rare lower tone areas but the 

colors are generally vivid and natural (not forced with some additive), green, purple, orange, yellow. The Crystals 

have most head intact and brilliant. At the touch is more or less as we like to be in our subjective way. Is very 

pleasant to be observed. 

69to60 points if is attractive most of the parts of the flower are clean and in very nice conditions. Pistils are 

present. The structure of the bud is a middle way from airy and dense. Can have a 10% of lower tone colors 

areas but is generally well preserved and natural. Can have Stick coming out. The Crystals are well visible and at 

least 50% of the heads are there. At the touch is more or less as we like to be in our subjective way. Is pleasant 

to be observed. 

59to50 points if is beautiful but nothing extraordinary. Is well clean. Few pistils are present. The structure of the 

bud is quite dense. Can have Stick. Can have lost a bit of color but they are natural (not forced with some 

additive), green, purple, orange, yellow. The Crystals are well visible at naked eye. At the touch is more or less as 

we like to be in our subjective way. Is pleasant to be observed. 



49to40 point. The look is just acceptable. Uneasy to determine the cleaning state from even attentive external 

view because the structure of the bud is too dense. Color is there. The touch is acceptable but do not fully satisfy 

when broken or used. Crystal can be there. Can have Stick Not the best you have seen. 

39to30 point. Low quality. Uneasy to determine the cleaning state from even attentive external view because the 

structure of the bud is too dense. Color are not as they should. The touch do not fully satisfy. Crystal can be there 

but they had a bad life experience. Not happy. 

29to1 point. Bad. Is unclean and even present mold or bud rot. The main structure is dark, opaque, brown, black, 

grey, red, fake, dull. To discard. 

0 point. Very Bad. Can be hazardous for health because of some chemical contaminations. 

Scent: The scent does not influence the score but have to be described with max 5 words  

examples: “NO SCENT” or “NO SCENT when broken WATERMELON” “NO SCENT heated or burned CARAMEL” 

“DELICATE lemon, apple” “PUNGENT orange, pine” “STRONGcreamy, chocolate” “SOFTberry” “PERVADINGgas, 

grass, durian”, ecc.. 

Effect: Because is subjective does not influence the score but have to be described. Indicate if:  

- not tested / tested 

- if tested: describe effect: slow/fast - relaxing/uplifting/sedative/paranoia/laugh/other – noeffect/mylevel/verystrong 

Describe method: pure spliff - bong – pipe – cilum -vapo -ingested raw -ingested after activation of THC - 

ingested as tea - other 

Smoothness: Give a score to the feeling of the inhalation only if you have smoked 100% PURE in spliff (indicate 

the kind of paper, rice, hemp, tree cellulose, other), bong, pipe, cilum. 100 point if is totally smooth and pleasant 

with nice taste 0 point if is too harsh or unpleasant, bad taste 

Price. Compared with the general quality the feeling of the value compared with the price 100 very good price 

very good quality and experience 0 expensive price, low quality experience, not worthy 

At the end will get results, for example like this: 

GENERAL score: 87   SMOOTH: 90   

 EFFECT: Tested Pure 0.4 gr. Joint / laugh, improved creativity / my level  

  With Tobacco 0.1 gr. Bong / if not pure do not describe effect    

PRICE: 75    SCENT: MEDIUMLEVEL, Pinapple, Green Mango 


